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Topology of Digital Images: Visual Pattern Discovery in Proximity SpacesSpringer, 2014

	This book carries forward recent work on visual patterns and structures in digital images and introduces a near set-based a topology of digital images. Visual patterns arise naturally in digital images viewed as sets of non-abstract points endowed with some form of proximity (nearness) relation. Proximity relations make it possible to...
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European Robotics Symposium 2006 (Springer Tracts in Advanced Robotics)Springer, 2006
This unique reference represents a cross-section of forefront robotics research, ranging from robotics and systems to learning, autonomy and failure detection, from vision and navigation to localization and mapping, which are based on the papers presented at the 1st European Robotics Symposium (EUROS-06) held in Palermo, Italy from 16-18 March,...
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The Adobe Photoshop Layers Book: Harnessing Photoshop's Most Powerful Tool, covers Photoshop CS3Focal Press, 2007
Create, correct, and control with layers, 
the most powerful tool in Photoshop and Photoshop Elements

Imagine yourself in total control of every adjustment to your photos. Youve seen the illustrations in glossy magazines, the fine art reproductions in museum catalogs, the award-winning pictures of professional...
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The Web Startup Success Guide (Books for Professionals by Professionals)Apress, 2009
If there’s a software startup company in your developer heart, this is the book that will make it happen.

The Web Startup Success Guide is your one-stop shop for all of the answers you need today to build a successful web startup in these challenging economic times. It covers everything from making the strategic platform decisions...
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Mathematics for Computer Graphics ApplicationsIndustrial Press, 1999

	Computer graphics is more than an isolated discipline at an intersection of computer science, mathematics, and engineering. It is the very visible leading edge of a revolution in how we use computers and automation to enhance our lives. It has changed forever the worlds of engineering and science, medicine, and the media, too. The wonderful...
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Computer Science: Notable Research and Discoveries (Frontiers of Science)Facts on File, 2010

	No one is certain how much more powerful and possibly intelligent computers will become in the 21st century. Exploring six prominent topics in computer science research, this title describes how computer scientists conduct research and attempt to formulate answers to important questions. Research published in journals, presented at conferences,...
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Oceans: Evolving ConceptsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2021

	
		Since the HMS Challenger expedition of 1872Â?1876, our vision of the ocean has changed completely. We now understand that it plays a key role in biodiversity, climate regulation, and mineral and biological resources, and as such, the ocean is a major service provider for humanity.

	
		Oceans draws on data from new...
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Beginning Kinect Programming with the Microsoft Kinect SDKApress, 2012

	Beginning Kinect Programming with the Microsoft Kinect SDK gets you up and running developing Kinect applications for your PC using Microsoft tools and the official SDK. You will have a working Kinect program by the end of the first chapter! The following chapters will open up the secrets of three-dimensional vision, skeleton...
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Customer Success with Microsoft Dynamics Sure StepPackt Publishing, 2014

	Having invested in Microsoft Dynamics, your enterprise will want to make a success of it, which is where this guide to Sure Step comes in, teaching you how to apply the methodologies to ensure optimum results.


	Overview

	
		Understand how Sure Step helps you envision and implement the right Microsoft Dynamics...
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Textbook of Healthcare EthicsSpringer, 2004

	1 Historical Introduction INTRODUCTION This chapter is mainly about the history of medicine and its ethics. As usually c- ceived, history is retrograde: It is what happened yesterday, and, much as we may try, it is what happened yesterday seen with a set of today’s eyes. Trying to understand yesterday’s culture may help us put on...
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Cognitive Networks: Towards Self-Aware NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Cognitive networks can dynamically adapt their operational parameters in response to user needs or changing environmental conditions. They can learn from these adaptations and exploit knowledge to make future decisions.   

   Cognitive networks are the future, and they are needed simply because they enable users to focus on things other...
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Multi-Camera Networks: Principles and ApplicationsAcademic Press, 2009
This book is the definitive reference in multi-camera networks. It gives clear guidance on the conceptual and implementation issues involved in the design and operation of multi-camera networks, as well as presenting the state-of-the-art in hardware, algorithms and system development. The book is broad in scope, covering smart camera architectures,...
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